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Title Song : Stand In Faith Singer : Danny Gokey key : Eb Tuning : standart Capo : No Capo -
click Eb  

[Intro]
  D      G 
 
 
[Verse 1]
D                           Em
 Can't escape disappointment, can't avoid the delay
      Bm                                               G
But I don't have to make feeling down and defeated the place that I st
ay
D                        Em
 Gonna rise to the moment, gonna speak to the waves
      Bm                                                     G
Gonna push back the doubt that keeps dragging me down when I can't fin
d the way
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
              D
Don't need to see it (Eyes on You)
     Em
To believe it (For my breakthrough)
           Bm                  G
Before You even move or make a way
 
 
[Chorus]
                D
I will stand in   faith (Eyes on You)
       Em
Walk by  faith (For my breakthrough)
       Bm
Live by  faith (Before You move)
        G
Oh, I believe, I b?lieve, I beli?ve
         D
Stand in   faith (Eyes on You)
      Em
See by  faith (For my breakthrough)
          Bm
Receive by  faith (Before You move)



        G
Oh, I believe, I believe, I believe
 
 
[Verse 2]
D                         Em
 It's a season for healing, it's a season for change
       Bm                                        G
To see miracles happen that no one can fathom as Heaven invades
D                            Em
 And it's more than a feeling, and it's anchored in praise
    Bm                                                 G
And when it's the darkest, it reaches the farthest and opens the way
 
 
[Pre-Chorus]
              D
Don't need to see it (Eyes on You)
        Em
Or to believe it (For my breakthrough)
           Bm                  G
Before You even move or make a way
 
 
[Chorus]
                D
I will stand in   faith (Eyes on You)
       Em
Walk by  faith (For my breakthrough)
       Bm
Live by  faith (Before You move)
        G
Oh, I believe, I believe, I believe
         D
Stand in   faith (Eyes on You)
      Em
See by  faith (For my breakthrough)
          Bm
Receive by  faith (Before You move)
        G
Oh, I believe, I believe, I believe
 
 
[Bridge]
            D
This is how blind men get their sight



            Em
This is how dead men start to rise
            Bm
This is how small things multiply
            G
Nothing's impossible, nothing's impossible
              D
This is where oceans have to part
              Em
This is where light cuts through the dark
              Bm
This is where I see who You are
            G
Nothing's impossible, nothing's impossible
        D               Em
Stir my   faith, stir my  faith
 
 
[Chorus]
                D
I will stand in   faith
       Em
Walk by  faith (Yes, I will)
       Bm
Live by  faith (Yes, I will)
    G
I believe, I believe, I believe (Oh, I believe, I believe, I believe)
         D
Stand in   faith (Let the church rise up)
      Em
See by  faith (Let the people of God rise up)
          Bm
Receive by  faith (Ooh-oh-ooh-oh-ooh-oh)
    G
I believe, I believe, I believe (Oh, oh, oh)
 
 
[Tag]
                D
I will stand in   faith
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